Copolymers and stirring are commonly used to produce fine dispersions of immiscible homopolymers. Recent experiments call into question the classical view that copolymers promote the mixing by reducing the interfacial tension, suggesting rather that copolymers induce repulsive interactions between droplets and thus inhibit collision-induced coalescence events. We present a dynamical theory of the breakup and coalescence of polymer droplets in a mixing shear flow, including hydrodynamic and repulsive interactions between droplets. We find that a low surface coverage of copolymers, of the order of one chain per square radius of gyration, is sufficient to inhibit collisions between submicron-sized droplets, while giving a negligible reduction in interfacial tension.
I. INTRODUCTION
Because nearly all chemically different polymers are immiscible, the mixing of immiscible polymers is an ubiquitous industrial goal. The usual aim is to produce a fine dispersion of submicron-sized particles of one polymer in a matrix of another polymer, to produce a composite with improved physical properties ͓Paul and Newman ͑1978͒; Kleintjens and Lemstra ͑1986͔͒. A common example is the rubber toughening of a brittle glassy polymer. Small spherical inclusions of rubber serve to stop the propagation of cracks through the brittle material, and dissipate energy.
The inclusions are most effective when they are small ͑submicron͒ and numerous. If the interfacial tension between the homopolymers to be mixed is large, then it is difficult to produce a dispersion of the desired fineness. The most common means of mixing immiscible polymers involves two methods, generally in combination: stirring, and the addition of block copolymers. Block copolymers are either added, or created while stirring using a grafting reaction.
The effect of mixing flows on droplets of one fluid suspended in another fluid is a problem of long-standing interest. Long ago, Taylor ͓Taylor ͑1932͒; Taylor ͑1934͔͒ described the breakup of droplets in shear flow, and estimated the maximum radius a T of stable droplets in a shear flow by balancing the viscous and interfacial tension stresses. This balance determines the Taylor radius a T ϳ /(␥ ) for two fluids with surface tension and viscosity at a shear rate ␥ . This simple estimate shows that large shear rates, or a reduced surface tension, results in smaller droplets. There are practical limitations on the average shear rate that can be a͒ Corresponding author.
imposed on a polymer melt because of the large viscous energy dissipation. Attention has thus been focused on block copolymers, which because of their amphiphilic character and resulting affinity for homopolymer interfaces, have the potential to reduce the interfacial tension between the immiscible homopolymers.
This has been the conventional view of the role of copolymers in promoting mixing of immiscible homopolymers-that they reduce interfacial tension and so promote droplet breakup ͓Paul and Newman ͑1978͒; Kleintjens and Lemstra ͑1986͔͒. Experimental evidence has been accumulating, however, to suggest that this explanation is not correct ͓Sundararaj and Macosko ͑1995͒; Macosko et al. ͑1996͔͒ . Recent experiments ͑to be described below͒ of Beck Tan et al. ͑BTB͒ strongly suggest that copolymers act instead to inhibit coalescence of droplets in shear-induced collisions by giving rise to repulsive forces between droplets.
In this paper, we shall present a dynamical theory of droplet coalescence and breakup under shear flow in a polymer mixer, including hydrodynamic interactions between droplets, and repulsive forces between droplets due to copolymers residing on the homopolymer interfaces. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review the recent experiments of BTB; in Sec. III, we estimate the reduction in interfacial tension and the static repulsive forces between droplets induced by their copolymer layers. In Sec. IV, we describe the hydrodynamics of droplet breakup and coalescence; in Sec. V, we write equations of motion for droplets undergoing a shear-induced collision including hydrodynamic and repulsive interactions, and compute the collision cross section between droplets. In Sec. VI, we write and solve numerically a master equation describing the evolution of the droplet size distribution. In Sec. VII, we address a number of possible shortcomings of our approach, and refinements to overcome them. We conclude in Sec. VIII with a summary of our results and some suggestions for experiments.
II. MIXING EXPERIMENTS
Recently, Beck Tan et al. ͑1996͒ ͑BTB͒ have performed an elegant set of experiments to study the role of copolymer in aiding the dispersion via mixing of immiscible homopolymers. The system they studied was polystyrene ͑PS͒/amorphous polyamide ͑PA͒, with PS being the minority component. The weight-averaged molecular weights were about 200 000 for the PS and 65 000 for the PA; the corresponding melt viscosities at 200°C were about 250 and 1500 P, respectively. The mixing was performed with a Haake Rheomix 600 mixer with roller blades. In situ graft copolymerization was added by replacing the PS by a copolymer of styrene and 1.18 mol % vinyl oxazoline ͑PS-ox͒, which is capable of attaching to the end of a PA chain.
Briefly, the BTB experiments were as follows. Blends of PS/PA and PS-ox/PA having composition ratios of 1:99 and 20:80 were prepared under identical mixing conditions ͑10 min of mixing at 50 rpm at about 200°C, and quenched in cold water after mixing to fix the microstructure͒. Fractured and etched surfaces of these four blends were examined in a scanning electron microscope to determine the resulting phase morphology, specifically the size and polydispersity of the PS domains within the PA matrix.
Representative micrographs are shown in Fig. 1 , which support an important conclusion independent of theory. When the volume fraction of PS is sufficiently small ͑0.01͒, the graft copolymerization has little effect on the size and polydispersity of the PS droplets. The droplets are monodisperse and small, of a size consistent with the Taylor argument for the maximum size of droplets stable in a shear flow, both with and without graft copolymer. In contrast, at higher volume fractions ͑0.2͒, in the absence of graft copolymer the PS droplets become large and polydisperse ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. When the copoly-merization reaction is present, however, the PS droplets remain monodisperse and small even at higher volume fractions ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒.
The implication of these experiments is clear: the copolymer is not acting to reduce the PS droplet size by reducing the surface tension and hence promoting the breakup of droplets, since the size is unaffected when the volume fraction is low. Instead, the copolymer is acting to inhibit coalescence events, which lead at higher volume fractions to large and polydisperse droplets. At low volume fractions, collisions between droplets are rare, and inhibiting coalescence is not important to achieving a fine dispersion.
At first sight, adding a copolymer by including a grafting reaction may seem an uncontrolled approach; for a systematic study, one might think that directly blending in a certain amount of preexisting diblock copolymer would be preferable. However, BTB took advantage of the grafting route to copolymer incorporation to provide another important piece of data ͓Beck Tan et al. ͑1996͔͒. If a copolymer had simply been added to the mix, there would be no way to know how much of it actually reached the PS/PA interfaces, and how much was elsewhere ͑e.g., in micelles or other aggregates͒.
In contrast, the grafting reaction can only occur where the immiscible PS-ox and PA are together, which is to say, at the PS/PA interface. And, once a graft copolymer is created at the interface, there is a large energy barrier for it to leave the interface. So it is reasonable that all the graft copolymer in the blend is actually on the PS/PA interfaces. BTB were able to measure the amount of copolymer formed during the mixing process, in the following way. They dissolved the blend in a common solvent ͑N,N-dimethyl formamide͒ and then separated the PS and PA homopolymers by precipitation in a succession of nonsolvents ͑toluene, nonsolvent for PA, and methanol, a nonsolvent for PS͒. The graft copolymer has to end up somewhere, and it carries with it either some PS monomers into the PA fraction, or vice versa. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy ͑FTIR͒ was then used to quantify the tiny amount of PA in the PS solution and vice versa, and thus to determine the amount of graft copolymer formed.
FIG. 1.
At higher volume fractions ͑ ϭ 0.2͒, large, polydisperse droplets are observed without the graft copolymer ͑a͒, while small monodisperse droplets are produced with the graft copolymer ͑b͒, similar in size to those observed at lower volume fractions.
From the amount of copolymer formed, the volume fraction of PS, and the sizes of PS droplets observed in the electron micrographs, the copolymer surface coverage at the PS/PA interface was estimated as an areal density of copolymers of 0.04/nm 2 . In terms of the radius of gyration of the polymers ͑the PS and PA chains have comparable radii͒, which is about R g Ϸ 100 Å, this areal density is only about 4/R g 2 . ͑This is a low areal density in the sense that the copolymer layer at such a coverage, and with a thickness of R g , has a small volume fraction of order N Ϫ1/2 .͒ These two conclusions of the BTB experiments serve as the motivation for the analysis in this paper: ͑1͒ The role of copolymers in mixing immiscible polymers appears in their experiments to be the inhibition of coalescence events at higher volume fractions of the minority component, not the encouragement of droplet breakup through reduction of surface tension. ͑2͒ The surface coverage of the copolymer required is small, of the order of one copolymer per chain radius squared.
III. STATIC PROPERTIES OF THE COPOLYMER LAYER
With experimental numbers in hand for the droplet radius ͑a Ϸ 0.2m͒, the radius of gyration of the polymers ͑R g Ϸ 100 Å͒, and the interfacial area per copolymer ͑⌺ Ϸ R g 2 /4͒, we can estimate ͑1͒ the surface tension reduction and ͑2͒ the static repulsive force between droplets due to the copolymer layer.
We begin by assuming that the copolymer conformations are essentially random coils at the interface, i.e., that the copolymers are not stretched. This will be valid as long as it turns out that the work to bring the blocks of a copolymer to the interface against local hydrostatic pressure ͑see below͒ is less than of the order of k B T. In such a case, there is not enough free energy at stake for the copolymer conformations to deform from random coils.
We consider each side of the homopolymer interface separately. On each side, the copolymers form a fluffy grafted layer of thickness h ϳ R g . Because the copolymer blocks are obliged to be within R g of the interface, the local hydrostatic pressure p is slightly higher there, to drive away a few of the ungrafted homopolymers and thus enforce incompressibility of the melt.
We estimate this increase in hydrostatic pressure by equating the chemical potentials of homopolymers inside and outside the grafted layer. Inside the layer, the volume fraction of the copolymer is ϭ ⍀/(⌺h) Ϸ 4⍀/R g 3 , where ⍀ is the volume displaced by a chain. This volume fraction is small. For typical parameters ͑see Table II͒ for PA chains of molecular weight 65 000 ͑and density ϭ 0.985͒ and R g Ϸ 100 Å, the volume fraction is Ϸ 0.25.
The concentration of homopolymer chains inside the layer is c in Ϸ ͑1Ϫ͒c out , so that there is slightly more entropy of mixing per chain kT log c in for chains inside than outside. We equate this difference in entropy of mixing per chain to the work done by hydrostatic pressure p to bring a chain into the layer from outside it:
Since is small ͑it scales as N Ϫ1/2 , where N is the length of a copolymer block͒, the work done per chain p⍀ from Eq. ͑1͒ is expected to be less than k B T.
Now consider the reduction in interfacial tension effected by this sparse copolymer layer. The interfacial tension is lowered to the extent that the copolymers, insoluble in either phase, are ''crowded'' ͑i.e., interacting repulsively with each other͒, and supply a two-dimensional pressure that favors increases in the interfacial area. The work p⍀ is a measure of the repulsive interaction free energy per copolymer.
By dimensional analysis, the surface pressure ⌸ should scale as p⍀/⌺. This is to be compared to the bare interfacial tension between the immiscible homopolymers, which from the Helfand argument ͓Helfand and Tagami ͑1972͔͒ scales as
͑where b is a monomeric length͒. For an area per copolymer of ⌺ ϳ R g 2 as considered above, the ratio ⌸/ would scale as ⌸/ ϳ N Ϫ3/2 Ϫ1/2 . Since N is large and N Ͼ 2 ͑the homopolymers are immiscible͒, this surface tension reduction is indeed small.
The above argument neglects what turns out to be the dominant contribution to the surface pressure under the experimental conditions of the BTB experiments, which arises from the two-dimensional entropy of mixing of the copolymers at the interface. In other words, there is a contribution from the pressure of the ideal gas of copolymers which have surface concentration 1/⌺, and so
Since p⍀ was estimated above to be less than k B T per chain, the two-dimensional ideal-gas pressure of Eq. ͑2͒ is the dominant contribution. Comparing this to a typical bare interfacial tension ͑see Table II͒ of 10 dyn/cm, this is still a small reduction: ⌸/ Ϸ 0.02. Again assuming a surface coverage of the order of one chain per R g 2 , this ratio scales as
and so is small ͑N Ͼ 2 and N is large͒. This is in accord with the experimental observation that the grafting reaction had little or no effect on the droplet size in the small volume-fraction blends. The reduction in the interfacial tension does not become of the order of at least until the copolymer layer becomes dense. If we take ϳ 1 and hence ⌺ ϳ ⍀/R g , we find that the ''repulsive'' and the ''ideal-gas'' contributions to ⌸/ considered above both scale as (N) Ϫ1/2 , which is of the order of unity for moderately immiscible polymers.
If N is much larger than two, we must have a dense and somewhat stretched layer ͑thickness h ϭ ⍀/⌺, with h Ͼ R g ͒ of copolymers before the reduction in interfacial tension is comparable to the bare value. ͑This stretched, dense layer of copolymer is known as a ''melt brush'' and has been analyzed in some detail ͓Semenov ͑1985͒; Milner and Witten ͑1988͒; Leibler ͑1988͔͒.͒ Under these conditions, the coverage 1/⌺ of copolymers in the dense layer must be such that the stretching energy per area k B T(h/R g ) 2 / ⌺ is comparable to the bare surface tension k B T 1/2 /b 2 . This would imply an area per chain ⌺ ϳ N 1/2 (N) Ϫ1/6 , even smaller than the area per chain ⌺ ϳ N 1/2 at which the volume fraction of the layer first becomes of the order of unity.
In short, the reduction in interfacial tension is comparable to the bare tension only at copolymer coverages that are large compared to those measured in the BTB experiments, as well as the copolymer coverages relevant in other work on copolymer compatibilization and interfacial strengthening ͓Brown et al. ͑1993͒; Char et al. ͑1993͒; Dai et al. ͑1994͔͒ . From this fact alone, it seems unlikely that the reduction in interfacial tension caused by copolymers is ever the dominant factor in mixing immiscible homopolymers. Now we consider the static repulsive force between two droplets of radius a, which arises from the overlap of the copolymer layers for two droplets placed within R g of each other. The contact area between the two droplets scales as aR g ͑region over which the separation is of the order of R g ͒, so that a large number aR g /⌺ ϳ a/R g of copolymers on each droplet are obliged to penetrate into the copolymer interface of the other droplet.
The work done per polymer is again p⍀, which we estimated to be much less than k B T, but there are many chains involved because the contact area between large droplets is many times R g 2 . The total work ⌬U to bring the two droplets to contact scales as
͑4͒
For the parameters used in the examples above, ϭ 0.25 but a/R g ϭ 0.2 /100 Å ϭ 20, so that the work done can be several k B T.
A repulsive interaction of this order of magnitude acting on the separation scale of R g would be effective in preventing coalescence events of droplets, certainly if they were approaching each other as a result of Brownian motion. The result of Eq. ͑4͒ might then seem to explain the effect of copolymers in inhibiting coalescence of droplets, as observed in the BTB experiments. As we shall see in Sec. IV, however, the situation changes completely when droplets are colliding in a shear flow, where the hydrodynamic forces are large.
IV. HYDRODYNAMICS OF EMULSIFICATION
To this point, our discussion of the effect of the copolymer has been limited to statics. We have shown that the reduction in interfacial tension due to the copolymers at the interface is negligible in the BTB experiments, and estimated the static repulsion between droplets as a result of repulsion between the copolymer layers on the droplet surfaces. But the size distribution produced in a mixer is the steady state achieved from the continual breaking up and coalescence of droplets in the mixing flow. We thus turn our attention to a description of these two processes operating in a mixer.
A. Droplet breakup
The breakup of individual droplets in various steady flows has been the subject of considerable attention in the fluid mechanics community ͓for recent references, see Rallison ͑1984͒; Stone ͑1994͔͒. We require only a crude description of droplet breakup, commensurate with our approximate treatment of other aspects of the mixing process that is to follow.
Taylor considered a droplet of Newtonian fluid suspended in a shear flow of a second fluid ͓Taylor ͑1932͒; Taylor ͑1934͔͒. He estimated the largest stable droplet radius a T by balancing the surface stresses due to interfacial tension and viscous stress ␥ . For two fluids of equal viscosity, the result is:
where Ca*, the critical capillary number, is a constant of order unity. Droplets larger than the scale of a T breakup in the shear flow, while droplets smaller than a T are stable.
More precise treatments of the droplet breakup describe the progressive deformation and eventual breakup of a droplet in an increasingly strong shear flow. The critical capillary number was reported by Barthes-Biesel and Acrivos ͑1973͒ for viscously matched Newtonian fluids to be in the range Ca* ϭ 0.13-0.2. ͓The lower number results from their theoretical calculation, while the higher number is taken from the experiments of Torza et al. ͑1972͒.͔
B. Droplet coalescence
Collisions between droplets, which can lead to droplet coalescence, occur not only in shear flow but in quiescent mixtures, where they are the result of Brownian motion and sedimentation. Shear-induced collisions are the primary means for droplet coalescence in a mixer, as we shall see below.
Droplet collisions induced by all three of these mechanisms have been studied extensively. The first estimates of the collision rates due to each of these processes were made by Smoluchowski ͓Friedlander ͑1977͔͒. In his treatment, the colliding spheres were as-sumed to move independently, without hydrodynamic or direct interparticle interactions ͑other than adhesion on contact͒. We will discuss and include both of these important effects below; for now, we review his simple estimate of collision rates neglecting both effects.
The collision rate per unit volume in shear flow between particles of radius a 1 and a 2 when hydrodynamic and direct interparticle interactions are neglected ͑the ''ballistic'' approximation͒ is
where n 1 and n 2 are the concentrations of particles with radii a 1 and a 2 , respectively. The rate of collisions due to diffusive motion ͑again in the absence of hydrodynamic or direct interactions͒ was likewise estimated to be
Here D 12 0 is the relative diffusion coefficient due to Brownian motion for two spheres of radius a 1 and a 2 , respectively, and for spherical fluid droplets is given by
We see that the ratio of collision rates due to shear and diffusion
, which is the ratio of the time required for a drop to move its own radius under shear and by diffusion. For droplets of size 0.2 m, a shear rate of ␥ ϭ 10 s
Ϫ1
, and a viscosity of ϭ 10 3 P ͑see Tables I and II͒, this ratio is very large ͑1500͒; hence diffusion-induced collisions are totally negligible.
C. The mixer
A polymer mixer ͑such as the model used by BTB͒ typically consists of a pair of long screws ͑length L͒, counter-rotating at angular frequency inside a casing of radius R. There is a relatively close clearance h between the screw and the mixer case only over a small length w of the screw perimeter, and thus a relatively high shear rate ␥ h ϳ R/h in a small volume of the mixer of order hwL ͑see Fig. 2͒ . Most of the volume of the mixer ͑of the order of HRL͒ consists of the regions between the screw threads, where the distance H to the mixer case is much larger than h, and hence the shear rate ␥ H ϳ R/H is much smaller than ␥ h . Typical parameters are given in Table I ͑compare to Fig. 2 for definitions͒.
FIG. 2.
A cross-sectional sketch of the geometry of a mixer: the shear rate is high in a relatively small region, while the interdigitating blades help to randomly select the material passing into the high-shear region.
From the point of view of the polymer being mixed, then, the mixer consists of a high-shear region, where at any one time only a small fraction of the material is present, and a low-shear region where most of the material resides most of the time. The fraction of time a polymer spends in the high-shear region is just the volume fraction of that region, which we estimate as h ϳ hw/(HR) ͑see Fig. 2͒ . ͑For the typical mixer parameters of Table I , this volume fraction is about 0.04.͒ This assumes that the material ''chosen'' by the flow to enter the high-shear region is chosen randomly ͑this ''randomizing'' is one of the functions of the region between the counter-rotating screws͒.
From our discussion of droplet breakup in Sec. IV A above, we see that the material entering the high-shear region will be broken down into droplets of the corresponding Taylor size. From the numbers in Table I ͑taking Ϸ 1000 P͒ we estimate a T Ϸ 0.25 m, in accord with experimental observations on the small volume-fraction samples. Our point of view will be that the droplets are broken up in the high-shear region of the mixer, and coalesce by collisions in the low-shear region of the mixer. We neglect collisions in the high-shear region, and droplet breakup in the low-shear region.
The average residence time of material in the high shear-rate region can be estimated as res ϳ w/(R) ͑the time for the wiper to cover the perimeter distance w͒. If a volume fraction h of the material is chosen randomly every res for a trip under the wiper, then the probability that a material element has avoided the high-shear region for a time interval t is
which allows us to identify the ''lifetime'' of a droplet as
For the parameters of Table I , the droplet lifetime is l Ϸ 1 s. To summarize our simplified view of the mixer: We assume that a volume fraction h of material is randomly selected every res to pass into the high-shear region. Droplets in the higher-shear region which are larger than the corresponding Taylor size /(␥ h ) are broken into smaller droplets. This is a complex process; we take the simplified view that the droplets are broken in half, because the total strain imparted to a droplet in the high-shear region ͑determined by the aspect ratio of the gap between wiper and housing, see Fig. 2 and Table II͒ is perhaps ten strain units. Such a strain should be sufficient to break droplets once, but probably would not suffice to break large droplets into many smaller droplets. ͑Different assumptions about droplet breakup, for instance, that all material entering the high-shear region emerges as droplets of the Taylor size, could be easily incorporated into our model.͒ This leads to a lifetime l for droplets independent of size. In the low-shear region, we neglect droplet breakup, and focus on the coalescence of droplets from shear-induced collisions.
Under the continual action of these two processes of droplet breakup in the high-shear region and droplet coalescence in the low-shear region, a steady-state distribution of droplet sizes is reached.
D. Dynamical origin of repulsive forces
To give a proper account of the effect of the sparse copolymer layer on the coalescence of fluid droplets in a shear flow, we must consider the influence of the copolymer layer on the hydrodynamics of a collision between droplets. We shall show that the work done by the flow in compression of the two-dimensional copolymer ideal gas gives rise to a repulsive force between droplets that can inhibit coalescence. To reach this result, we begin with a discussion of hydrodynamic forces between colliding spheres.
It is well known that lubrication forces prevent smooth solid particles from coming into physical contact in the absence of singular attractive forces ͓Russel et al. ͑1989͔͒ These lubrication forces are simply the hydrodynamic repulsive interactions at small interparticle separations that result from the pressure required to squeeze viscous fluid out of the gap between particles.
The scale of these forces may be estimated by assuming that motion of two particles of radius a toward each other with relative velocity v sets up an incompressible flow of fluid out of the gap region ͑of area 2 ϳ ah and depth h, see Fig. 3͒ between them. In this flow, the radially outward velocity scales as v ϳ vͱa/h. The stick boundary conditions on the surfaces of the particles imply that the flow is locally plane Poiseuille flow, with a gradient of the order of 1/h. Estimating the viscous dissipation as
2 a 2 /h, and equating this to the work done by the repulsive lubrication force vF lub , we find the lubrication force scales as F lub ϳ va 2 /h. For fluid droplets, the picture is qualitatively different. Instead of a stick boundary condition on the surfaces of the droplets, the escaping fluid with radially outward velocity v may set up recirculating ''fountain flows'' inside the approaching droplets ͑see Fig. 4͒ . This ''spreads out'' the velocity gradient, formerly of the order of 1/h in the gap between the particles, to be of the order of 1/ͱah ͓giving rise to a dissipation region of dimension ͱah and volume (ah) 3/2 ͔. This leads to a weaker lubrication force scaling as F lub ϳ va 3/2 /h 1/2 . In contrast to the case for solid spheres, this weaker lubrication force for fluid droplets is not sufficient to prevent collisions under the action of a finite attractive force.
Thus if the boundary condition on the flow outside two approaching spheres is as for liquid droplets, shear-induced collisions proceed nearly as in the simple ''ballistic'' ap- proximation neglecting hydrodynamic interactions; whereas, if the boundary condition is as for solid spheres, lubrication forces prevent all collisions, in the absence of singular attractive forces.
One possible mechanism by which copolymers could inhibit coalescence is by changing the appropriate boundary condition from liquidlike to solidlike. In experimental studies of rising air bubbles ͓Levich ͑1962͒; Davis and Acrivos ͑1966͔͒ even in carefully cleaned water, the expected Stokes drag coefficient 4a for air bubbles was never seen, the upward velocity instead being governed by the Stokes drag coefficient 6a for solid particles. The explanation for this effect is that under these experimental conditions, even small amounts of surface-active molecules adsorbed to the gas bubble are sufficient to prevent the flow tangent to the interface required to set up a ''fountain flow'' of air inside the bubble. The adsorbates, being approximately insoluble, would be concentrated on the bottom surface of the rising bubble by the fountain flow, until their two-dimensional surface pressure was sufficient to stop the fountain flow.
We now estimate whether this effect is important in the present case, for the droplet sizes, shear rates, and copolymer coverages of interest. First, we simply compare the two-dimensional surface pressure of the ideal gas of copolymers on the droplet surface, to the viscous stresses at droplet separations of order the droplet radius: the ratio is
For ⌸/ Ϸ 0.02 as estimated in Sec. III, and the shear rates from Table I , this ratio is about 0.8. ͓This ratio is again just a sort of ͑inverse͒ capillary number, with the interfacial stresses resulting from the sparse copolymer layer and the shear rate appropriate to the low-shear region.͔ Thus even at the separations of the order of one radius, where lubrication forces first begin to be felt, the copolymer is not present in sufficient concentration to hold a solidlike boundary condition. Consider what this means for our simple estimate from Sec. III of the static repulsive force due to overlap of the copolymer layers of the two droplets. When the droplets approach within R g of each other, there will not be any copolymer in the gap, because it will have been convected to the back of the droplet by the fountain flow. So what now is the origin of the repulsive force?
Unlike the case of the rising gas bubbles, the fountain flow in two approaching droplets does not continue indefinitely, but begins when the two particles are separated by the order of one radius ͑when the hydrodynamic interaction between the particles is first comparable to the Stokes drag of each particle individually͒. Suppose that the copolymers passively followed the fountain flow, as the two droplets come together. At contact, the copolymer in the gap region will have been swept out of the gap, and moved toward the back of the droplet a distance of the order of the entire circumference of the droplet.
Regarding the copolymers as a two-dimensional ideal gas, we may estimate the work done to compress the gas from an area 4a 2 on each of the approaching droplets to an area roughly half of that, as ⌬U ϭ 4a 2 ⌸ ϭ 4a 2 (4k B T/R g 2 ). For polymers of radius of 100 Å and droplets of radius 0.2 m, this is a substantial amount of work, of the order of 2ϫ10 4 k B T. This work is done as the droplets travel a distance of order a, so the corresponding repulsive force is of the order of F rep ϭ 4a(4k B T/R g 2 ). Thus the repulsive force between droplets arises because of the work done by the fountain flow to sweep the copolymers to the back of the droplets as they approach each other. We are in effect regarding the copolymers as a perturbation on the flow, computing the repulsive force arising from the copolymers moving as passive markers in the unperturbed flow, and using this force to perturb slightly the droplet trajectories.
As the copolymer layer becomes more concentrated, and thus more able to sustain an inhomogeneous surface stress and hence act back on the flow field to change the flow, this perturbative approach will break down. The compression of a concentrated copolymer layer to the back side of the colliding droplets would act back on the flow to restrict the spatial extent of the fountain flow, progressively restoring a solidlike stick boundary condition for the fluid outside the droplets. In the limit of an incompressible copolymer layer, a stick boundary condition would be recovered.
If the sizes of the approaching droplets are unequal, we expect that the fountain flow will commence when the interdroplet distance is of the order of the radius of the smaller of the two droplets. ͑This is evident if we consider the limit of one very large droplet, which becomes a planar fluid interface; then the radius of the smaller droplet is the only length in the problem.͒ Likewise, we would estimate the area of interface to be swept clean of copolymer ͑and the resulting work of compressing the copolymer twodimensional ideal gas͒ as being of the order of the area of the smaller of the two droplets.
Because we do not know the details of the fountain flow, we can only write an approximate form for the repulsive interaction described above. Assuming a repulsive force that rises linearly beginning at an interdroplet gap equal to the radius of the smaller particle a 2 Ͻ a 1 , and a total work done equal to 4a 2 2 ⌸ ͑e.g., an area 2a 2 2 swept clear of copolymer against surface pressure on each of the two droplets͒, we have a repulsive potential given by
where we have assumed a 2 Ͻ a 1 .
V. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
We incorporate hydrodynamic interactions between colliding droplets by using the results of Zhang and Davis ͑1991͒ and Wang et al. ͑1994͒ that describe the collisions between fluid droplets in a shear flow, based on the approach of Batchelor and Green ͑1972͒.
We consider two spherical fluid droplets of viscosity moving in a linear shear field of incompressible Newtonian fluid of the same viscosity . We neglect here the effects of the modest difference in the viscosities of the two polymers in the BTB experiments, though this can be included in the mobility coefficients ͓Zhang and Davis ͑1991͒; Wang et al. Davis ͑1994͔͒. We take the coordinate system of Fig. 5 , with the center of sphere 1 at the origin and the center of sphere 2 at r; and are the usual angles in spherical coordinates. The velocity field is taken to be ͑in Cartesian coordinates͒ v ϭ ͑␥ H y,0,0͒.
The spheres are small enough and the fluid viscous enough that the Reynolds number of the flow is very small, and inertial terms can be neglected. The resulting linear hydrodynamics problem received careful and thorough attention in Zhang and Davis ͑1991͒ and Wang et al. ͑1994͒, which described the shear-induced collisions between drops interacting both hydrodynamically and with a direct interaction. Here s ϭ 2r/(a 1 ϩa 2 ) is the center-to-center distance, made dimesionless with the average radius (a 1 ϩa 2 )/2, and ϭ ␥ H t is the dimensionless time. The mobility functions of A(s;), B(s;), and G(s;) are dimensionless functions of s and the radius ratio ϭ a 2 /a 1 ͑we may take a 2 р a 1 so that р 1͒.
The direct interaction between the particles is represented by the dimensionless force du/ds; the coefficient f is given by
Here A ϭ 8a 2 2 ⌸ is the energy scale we have chosen to use in making the force du/ds dimensionless, so that the scaled force is from Eq. ͑12͒ 
͑17͒
Using Eqs. ͑8͒ and ͑5͒, the force-strength coefficient f can be written as
where a T is the Taylor radius corresponding to the high shear rate ␥ H . Since ⌸ is also the surface-tension reduction effected by the ideal gas of copolymer chains, we see that for equal-size particles of radius a T , a ratio ␥ h /␥ H ϭ 8, and Ca* Ϸ 0.2, f Ϸ 120͑⌸/͒ can be sizable even if the surface-tension reduction is a small fraction of the bare surface tension.
A. Mobility functions

Among the most useful results of Zhang and Davis ͑1991͒ and Wang et al. ͑1994͒ are numerical results and analytical near-and far-field expressions for the mobility functions A(s;), B(s;), and G(s;
) for values of ϭ 0.2,0.5,1.0. With these values for the radius ratio we can cover a broad range of volume ratios of the colliding drops, from 1:1 to 125:1.
Zhang and Davis ͑1991͒ and Wang et al. ͑1994͒ give far-field asymptotic expressions for the mobility functions A, B, and G. The result for A is
Here is the viscosity ratio between the droplets and the surrounding fluid ͑we have taken ϭ 1͒. The numerical results from Wang et al. ͑1994͒ for A(s;,1) are shown in Fig. 6 for ϭ 0.2,0.5,1.0; the far-field results are useful for ϵ sϪ2 у 1.
The expression for B is
B͑s;, ͒ ϭ 32 The far-field expansion for G is
This expression is reasonably accurate for s Ͼ 3, when compared to the curves shown in Zhang and Davis ͑1991͒ for ϭ 0.5. Zhang and Davis ͑1991͒ also supply an expression for G in the near-field limit,
and f G (m) is given as a Pade approximant,
The near-field result works well for s Ͻ 2.01 or so. Because Zhang and Davis ͑1991͒ only contains curves for ϭ 0.5, we have no ready source of numerical data for intermediate values of s between 2.01 and 3, so we have resorted to a linear interpolation on a log-log plot between the near-and far-field results for 2.01 Ͻ s Ͻ 3.
B. Collision efficiency
When an approaching pair of droplets are still far apart, they travel along parallel stream lines with a relative velocity ⌬v ϭ ␥ ⌬y, where ⌬y is the separation of their centers along the y axis. If the pair of approaching droplets are viewed along the velocity (x) direction, their separation in the y -z plane defines an ''impact parameter vector'' , which makes an angle ␣ with the y axis. We denote the length of by . For each ratio of particle sizes , angle ␣, and strength of repulsive force f , there is a critical value of the impact parameter c (␣;, f ) that leads to a grazing collision between the droplets. Typical droplet trajectories computed with Eqs. ͑13͒-͑15͒ are shown in Fig. 8 , as the strength of repulsive force f is varied.
We have computed the critical impact parameter numerically, using the equations of motion of the previous section, for ϭ ͕0.2,0.5,1.0͖ and ␣ ϭ ͕/16,/8,...,/2͖, and a sequence of values of f . The results are shown pictorially in Fig. 9 for a few represen- tative values of f ; evidently, the repulsive force makes it more difficult to have a collision.
Impact parameters smaller than c lead to collisions between the droplets. We integrate the differential cross section times the relative velocity of the droplets and multiply by the concentrations of the droplets to determine the collision rate per unit volume:
The rate of collisions per unit volume in the presence of hydrodynamic interactions and copolymer-induced repulsions, divided by the ''ballistic'' collision rate of Eq. ͑6͒, defines the ''collision efficiency'' E(, f ):
Here c (;, f ) has been made dimensionless using (a 1 ϩa 2 )/2, and thus c ϭ 2 in the ballistic limit ͑i.e., without hydrodynamic or direction interactions between droplets͒. Numerical results for the collision efficiency as a function of the radius ratio in the absence of repulsive forces were presented in Wang et al. ͑1994͒ ; the behavior of the function E(,0) is shown in Fig. 10 . Note that the collision efficiency vanishes for sufficiently small of about 0.05; thus collisions are inhibited by hydrodynamic interactions alone for droplets extremely different in size.
We have computed E(, f ) for ϭ ͕0.2,0.5,1.0͖ as a function of f using the equation of motion Eqs. ͑13͒-͑15͒ to find the critical impact parameters for different impact angles ␣, then applying Eq. ͑26͒ to compute the relative cross sections. The results are displayed as the dotted curves in Fig. 11 . For f ϭ 0, our results are comparable to the values of E͑,0͒ of Wang et al. ͑1994͒; for f Ͼ 0, the collision efficiency steadily decreases, vanishing at a finite value of f of order unity for each value of we considered.
We have computed E(, f ) only for the values of ϭ ͕0.2,0.5,1.0͖ because these are the only values of for which numerical data for the mobility functions A, B, and G has been published. But it is evident that the trend in E(, f ) with increasing f is an approximately linear decrease from the value E͑,0͒, with a slope that is not a strong function of . Since numerical data are available for E͑,0͒ for all , we have in our numerical calculations of the steady-state size distributions taken a simple approximate form for the collision efficiency, 
E͑,f ͒ Ϸ E͑,0͒Ϫ f /2,
͑27͒
which are the straight lines shown in Fig. 11 .
VI. MASTER EQUATIONS
To describe the dynamics by which the size distribution function reaches a steady state under the continual breakup and coalescence of droplets, we write a master equation ͓Friedlander ͑1977͔͒. So that we may deal with a closed set of droplet sizes, we discretize the droplet population in units of the Taylor volume V T ϭ (4/3)a T 3 . Then, a collision of a droplet of volume k with another of volume l produces a droplet of volume kϩl. Likewise, when incorporating droplet breakup into the master equation, we assume that droplets of volume 2k break up into two droplets of volume k, while droplets of volume 2kϩ1 break up into a droplet of volume k and another of volume kϩ1.
The master equations then take the form
where P n is the concentration of droplets of size n. On the right-hand side, the first term represents the breakup of droplets of volume n; the next three terms correspond to the appearance of droplets of volume n as fragments from the breakup of droplets of size 2n, 2nϪ1, and 2nϩ1; the next-to-last term represents the coalescence of two smaller droplets into a droplet of volume n; and the final term corresponds to the collision of droplets of volume n with some other droplet. It is evident both from our physical description and from Eq. ͑28͒ that the total concentration of Taylor volumes P 0 ϵ ⌺ n nP n is conserved. The breakup and collision kernels ⌫ n and C kl can be read off from our arguments of the previous sections. For the breakup rate we write
.
͑29͒
We express the collision kernel C kl in terms of the ballistic collision kernel C kl 0 ͓see Eq. ͑6͔͒ as where E(, f ) is the collision efficiency of Eq. ͑26͒ ͓approximated by Eq. ͑27͔͒. The radius ratio (k,l) is given by
since the radius of the droplet of volume k scales as k 1/3 . The dimensionless strength of the repulsive force f (k,l) between droplets of volume k and volume l takes the form ͓see Eq. ͑18͔͒
Here f T is the dimensionless force strength between two droplets of the Taylor volume, given by
For the parameters of Tables I and II, this parameter is about f T Ϸ 2.5 for the copolymer coverage of 4/R g 2 estimated by BTB. As we shall see below, f T of order unity gives a strong suppression of collision-induced coalescence events.
The master equation can be put in dimensionless form by scaling the time t by the droplet lifetime l and the concentration P n of droplets of volume n by the total concentration of Taylor volumes P 0 . Then the master equation takes the same form as Eq. ͑28͒, with the breakup rate ⌫ n replaced by 1Ϫ␦ n0 and the collision kernel C kl replaced by P 0 l C kl . Note that P 0 l C 11 would be the ratio of the breakup rate and collision rate per unit volume of a monodisperse suspension of droplets of the Taylor size. Omitting the factor of the collision efficiency, the ratio of the breakup rate to the collision rate is
where is the volume fraction of the minority ͑PS͒ component. For the parameters of Tables I and II C T Ϸ 0.25 for the 1% blends of BTB, and C T Ϸ 2.5 for the 20% blends. As we shall see below, C T greater than unity leads to many coalescence events and a polydisperse size distribution in the absence of repulsive forces. To summarize: f T is a dimensionless parameter indicating that the relative strength of copolymer-induced repulsive force and hydrodynamic forces, for droplets of the Taylor size. Likewise, C T gives the relative rates of breakup and collisions of droplets of the Taylor size, assuming that all the volume in the system were in the form of such droplets, and neglecting hydrodynamic and direct interactions between droplets.
To compute the steady-state distribution of droplet sizes, we truncate the system of equations Eq. ͑28͒, and evolving the system of equations using a Runge-Kutta method until the distribution stops changing. We truncate the system of equations by choosing some largest droplet volume V max ͑the results in this paper correspond to a modest value of V max ϭ 100V T ͒, and omitting any term in the equations of motion that involves a droplet larger than V max . This ensures that the total volume fraction of droplets remains strictly conserved.
In the absence of copolymer-induced repulsive forces, the behavior of the size distribution function P n upon increasing C T is shown in Fig. 12 . From Eq. ͑34͒, increasing C T corresponds to one or more of the following: ͑1͒ increasing the concentration; ͑2͒ increasing the shear rate ␥ H in the low-shear region; and ͑3͒ decreasing the shear rate ␥ h in the high-shear region so that a T increases. Naturally, any of these changes should and does result in more collisions relative to breakup and a broader distribution. It appears that the distribution approaches a power law of P n ϳ n Ϫ2 for droplet volumes n below a cutoff that increases with C T . ͑Note that the distribution cannot maintain this power law for all n, because the sum ⌺ n nP n would diverge.͒ The dependence of the distributions on C T can be summarized within a few moments, as shown in Fig. 13 . The moments remain small until C T Ϸ 1, at which point they grow markedly; this is reasonable, since C T is a measure of the number of collisions per droplet lifetime if all the droplets were the Taylor size.
FIG. 12.
The distribution function P(n) becomes increasingly broad as the concentration and hence the collision rate increases, approaching a power law P(n) ϳ n Ϫ2 for larger concentrations.
FIG. 13.
The second and third moments ͗V 2 ͘ and ͗V 3 ͘ of the distribution functions show the broadening of the distribution as the collision rate increases.
The dependence of the size distribution on increasing values of the force parameter f T at fixed C T is shown in Fig. 14. Equation ͑33͒ shows that increases in f T correspond to ͑1͒ increases in copolymer surface coverage, and hence ⌸; ͑2͒ increases in the shear rate ␥ h in the high-shear region, or ͑3͒ decreases in the shear rate in ␥ H in the low-shear region. Again, one intuitively expects any of these changes to result in larger copolymerinduced forces relative to hydrodynamic forces, and a narrower distribution. This is borne out in Fig. 14 , where it is evident that increasing f T narrows the distribution, much as lowering C T would do.
Furthermore, note that the collision efficiency E(1,f ) vanishes for f T above about 0.8. This means that for equal-sized droplets of the Taylor size, collisions are completely inhibited for a finite strength of the repulsive force ͑Fig. 15͒. For a strength of force larger than this, droplets of the Taylor size exiting the high-shear region would never coalesce in the low-shear region, and our master equation would lead to a monodisperse steady state of droplets of the Taylor size. ͓Observe that collisions between sufficiently large droplets are still possible for any finite value of f T , because of the 1/k 1/3 dependence of f (k,l) in Eq. ͑32͒.͔ The fact that collisions between Taylor-sized droplets are completely shut down for values of f T above about 0.8 gives a useful criterion for deciding if sufficient copolymer is present to result in a fine monodisperse droplet distribution under given conditions of shear rate and volume fraction. The results of our calculations for the values of f T and C T corresponding to the BTB experiments are consistent with the experimental findings. That is, the size distribution without copolymer ͑f T ϭ 0͒ is narrow at the low PS volume fraction ͑C T Ϸ 0.25͒ and broad at the high PS volume fraction ͑C T Ϸ 2.5͒; with copolymer ͑f T Ϸ 2.5͒, a narrow size distribution is recovered at the high PS volume fraction.
VII. WORRIES AND REFINEMENTS
To give a tractable account of such a potentially complex physical situation as the mixing of homopolymers and copolymer in a mixer, we have omitted from our model several potentially important physical effects, many of which may have occurred to the alert reader. We now proceed to justify those omissions, and describe what refinements of our model could be made to include the neglected phenomena.
First of all, we have assumed the flows are Newtonian. To check this, note that the shear rates of our ''typical mixer'' ͑see Table I͒ We have neglected deformation of the droplets as they collide and move in the flow. This is justified whenever the stresses due to interfacial tension are large compared to the hydrodynamic stresses; but this ratio of stresses is precisely what determines the Taylor radius ͓see Eq. ͑5͔͒. The shear rate in the low-shear region is smaller by a factor of 10 than that in the high-shear region, which was the reason we neglected droplet breakup in the low-shear region. Thus it is also consistent to neglect the deformation of droplets in that region. Of course, this simplification breaks down if coalescence leads to droplets which are of the order of 10 times larger in radius, or 1000 times larger in volume; droplet breakup for such large droplets could be added to the master equations ͓Eq. ͑28͔͒, if we were concerned with describing such polydisperse size distributions.
We have neglected in our calculations the viscosity mismatch between the two polymers in the BTB experiments. We could ͓with computer programs for computing the mobility coefficients of Zhang and Davis ͑1991͒; and Wang et al. ͑1994͒ in hand͔ take this into account in the collision dynamics; results also exist for droplet breakup for two fluids of unequal viscosity. We expect only quantitative changes as a result of this effect.
We have estimated the scale and range of the repulsive forces, rather than computing it using the actual flow fields for two colliding spherical droplets to advect the copolymer on the surfaces of the droplets. Knowledge of such flow fields is implicit in the results of Zhang and Davis ͑1991͒ and Wang et al. ͑1994͒ , and so improved repulsive force calculations could be made. Our experience from trying different models for the repulsive force law ͑with the same range and maximum strength͒ suggests that our results would be qualitatively the same with an improved force calculation.
We have assumed a perturbative treatment of the repulsive forces, due to the compression of the two-dimensional gas of copolymer as it passively convects in the fountain flow set up between the colliding fluid droplets. This is not correct when these forces become large. What must ultimately happen as the repulsive forces become large ͑for f T Ͼ 1͒ is that the fountain flow itself is altered by the presence of copolymer. The inhomogeneous surface stresses from compression of copolymer to the back of the droplets will alter the fluid flow, squeezing the velocity gradients back into the gap between the approaching droplets and progressively restoring the solidlike boundary condition.
Such a boundary condition is effective at stopping collisions in the absence of singular attractive forces. Thus the physical origin of the repulsive interaction considered in this paper is in the end related to the establishment of solidlike boundary conditions by incompressible surface layers.
We have neglected the effects of van der Waals attractions between droplets; a simple estimate shows why. For a Hamaker constant ⌬ of order 0.1kT ͑crudely, the Hamaker constant should be of order ͒, the van der Waals attraction between two droplets of size a T Ϸ 0.2 m at a separation of order their own radius is utterly negligible ͑of order kT/a T ͒ compared to the other forces in the problem. At a ͑much smaller͒ separation of order R g , using the Deryagin approximation the van der Waals attractive force scales as kTa/R g 2 . This is still smaller than hydrodynamic forces even at the larger separation, which scale as ␥ a 2 ; using parameters from Tables I and II, the ratio of van der Waals to hydrodynamic forces is only 0.025. A more relevant comparison to make is to compare the van der Waals attraction at separations of order R to the static repulsion estimated in Sec. III. Without the static repulsion, quiescent molten suspensions would slowly aggregate. Comparing the force from Eq. ͑4͒, of order kTa/R g 2 , with the van der Waals force using parameters from Tables I and II, the ratio of van der Waals to repulsive forces is ⌬/(kT) Ϸ 0.4.
We have given no description of the creation or transport of the copolymer; we assumed the same average copolymer coverage on all droplets. In principle, copolymer is being created by the grafting reaction all the time at some rate per unit area of interface. Because the coverage is low, there is no significant barrier to the creation of new copolymer resulting from the repulsion of copolymers already present on the interface. The total amount of copolymer present in the system at a given time would be an integral over previous times of the total amount of interface in the system. In principle, this would lead to a complicated coupling between the evolution of the droplet size distribution and the amount of copolymer present, which we have ignored. Our approach is adequate to treat the steady-state distribution, if the size distribution relaxes quickly compared to the time required for the amount of copolymer present to change significantly. Since the size distribution relaxes in a droplet lifetime l , which is short compared to the total mixing time over which the copolymer is presumably created, our adiabatic approach is valid.
Finally, when two droplets coalesce, their copolymer must end up on the interface of the resulting larger droplet. For instance, suppose we began with a monodisperse population of droplets of volume V 0 with a certain copolymer coverage 1/⌺ 0 , and a sequence of coalescence and breakup events occurred with no more copolymer created. Then we would expect droplets of volume nV 0 to have a higher copolymer coverage n 1/3 /⌺ 0 . This would suppress coalescence of large droplets to a greater extent than our assumption of copolymer coverage independent of droplet size. Since we have truncated our equations at n ϭ 100, the coverage of the largest droplets would be about five times larger, which is a sizable effect on the strength of the repulsive force. This effect could be approximately incorporated into our master equations by changing Eq. ͑32͒ for the dimensionless force strength f (k,l) by multiplying by max(k,l) 1/3 . We have computed the steady-state distribution using the master equation with this modification, and find qualitatively similar results, but more work is certainly needed on the fate of copolymer layers on colliding droplets.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The conventional view of the role of copolymer in mixing immiscible homopolymers has been that the copolymer reduces the interfacial tension between the homopolymers, and thus promotes the breakup of droplets in the mixing flow ͓Paul and Newman ͑1978͒; Kleintjens and Lemstra ͑1986͔͒. The experiments of Beck Tan et al. ͑1996͒ on the effects of in situ graft copolymerization in a polystyrene/polyamide ͑PS/PA͒ system on the PS droplet size distribution produced by a polymer mixer refute that conventional view, and support a radically different picture of the role played by the copolymer. The BTB experiments show that the main effect of the copolymer is to inhibit coalescence of droplets, which at higher volume fractions of the minority component ͑PS͒ lead to large and polydisperse droplets.
Also, by measuring the amount of copolymer produced by in situ grafting during the mixing process, BTB determine the interfacial coverage of copolymer. This would be impossible for experiments in which copolymer was added to the blend, because there is no way to know how much of the added copolymer was actually at the interface. When the copolymer is created by grafting, it can only be formed at the interface and there is an energy barrier for it to leave, so we expect all the graft copolymer to remain at the interface. The area per copolymer inferred by BTB is large, of the order of R g 2 where R g is the radius of gryation of a chain. We have taken these two experimental conclusions-that copolymers inhibit coalescence between droplets in the mixer, and that the copolymer coverage is quite low-as the starting point for our theory. First, we estimate the reduction in interfacial tension from such a copolymer coverage; we show that the main effect is the two-dimensional ideal gas pressure of the copolymers, and that this gives only a small reduction in the bare interfacial tension. Then, we estimate the repulsive interaction between droplets whose copolymer layers are overlapping; this can be several k B T even though the interaction per copolymer is very weak, because of the large number of copolymers present in the gap between two micron-sized droplets.
We then consider the processes of droplet breakup and coalescence due to shearinduced collisions between droplets in the mixer. A typical mixer consists of a small volume with a high shear rate, and a large volume with a smaller shear rate. We argue that the breakup of droplets occurs mainly in the high-shear region, while collision-induced coalescence occurs in the low-shear region. We model the breakup simply, using the Taylor argument ͓Taylor ͑1932͒; Taylor ͑1934͔͒ balancing hydrodynamic and surfacetension stresses to determine the maximum stable droplet size in the high-shear region. We assume that material in the mixer enters the high-shear region randomly, and so estimate a time scale on which large droplets are broken up.
The dynamics of droplet collisions under shear flow completely changes the static picture of copolymer-induced repulsive forces. When liquidlike droplets approach each other, the fluid escaping from the gap between the droplets sets up a recirculating fountain flow which sweeps copolymer out of the gap. The surface pressure of the copolymer is not adequate to prevent this, so the copolymer is not there to produce a repulsion when the droplets collide. However, the work done in sweeping the copolymers away against the two-dimensional ideal-gas pressure gives rise to an effective repulsive interaction between droplets colliding under shear.
This repulsive interaction reduces the collision cross section of droplets. We compute this cross section using results of Zhang and Davis ͑1991͒ and Wang et al. ͑1994͒ for the equations of motion of colliding droplets including hydrodynamic and direct interactions. We find that collisions between droplets of the size produced by the high-shear region are completely inhibited by a repulsive force of finite strength; this provides a criterion for how much copolymer coverage is required to produce a fine monodisperse suspension of droplets.
To compute droplet size distributions, we solve numerically master equations describing the breakup and coalescence processes. The size distribution broadens as the concentration of the minority species increases or the breakup rate decreases, and narrows as the strength of repulsive forces increases, as one might expect.
Our work shows not only that the reduction in surface tension is not important in the BTB experiments, but strongly suggests that it can never be more important than the repulsive interactions between droplets, since the copolymer-induced repulsions become significant at much lower copolymer coverages.
The conclusions of this paper suggest a variety of further experiments. To begin with, it would be straightforward to vary some of the parameters of the experiment ͑the minority species volume fraction and the mixer rotation rate, in particular͒ more systematically, to further test the present theory of droplet size distribution. With some work, the copolymer surface coverage could be varied ͑by diluting the graftable polymer with unfunctionalized homopolymer, for instance͒ to study the dependence of the size distribution on copolymer concentration. It would be more challenging but quite revealing to study the droplet size distribution in situ in the high-and low-shear regions of a mixing flow, to look directly at how droplets break up in the high-shear regions and coalesce in the low-shear regions.
